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Nearly all industrial countries provide subsidies to their farmers, often for the purpose

of maintaining income from farming or reducing income variability. Traditionally, subsidies

in the U.S. and elsewhere have linked payments to current prices and production so as to

compensate producers more when market prices for key commodities are low. Such subsi-

dies distort, or alter, the signals sent by market prices alone because, depending on the 

eligibility rules of specific programs, producers can garner more payments or reduce their

revenue risk simply by producing more of the supported commodity.
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In the 1996 Federal Agriculture
Improvement and Reform (FAIR) Act, 
the U.S. revamped its farm support and
introduced a farm payment that breaks the
links between the amounts paid to farmers,
their level of production, and market prices.
The new support mechanism, called a
Production Flexibility Contract (PFC), was a
lump-sum cash payment to farm operators
based on their historical participation in
commodity support programs (see box on
the PFC program, p. 42). PFCs have been
called decoupled payments because of their
implementation rules. They were fixed pay-
ments announced in advance for the dura-
tion of the FAIR Act (1996-2002). No decision
by the farmer nor change in market prices
could have altered the size of the lump-sum
payment. PFCs transferred nearly $36 billion
to eligible producers over the 1996-2002

period, with an average annual payment per
recipient household of about $9,000. 

When the FAIR Act was adopted, PFCs
were expected to be the primary subsidy
program for U.S. producers. However, the
decline in market prices during the FAIR
Act led to the increased use of marketing
loan benefits that compensate producers
for low prices. Moreover, low world com-
modity prices resulted in additional, ad hoc
emergency government support to agricul-
ture. These payments reduced the role of
PFC benefits relative to total commodity
program spending; PFCs ultimately
accounted for only about one-third of total
payments to farmers over the life of the
FAIR Act. 

Decoupled payments are being contin-
ued in the 2002 Farm Security and Rural
Investment (FSRI) Act. Now called “direct

payments,” they are expected
to amount to about $5 billion
annually and will expand
beyond the traditional pro-
gram crops (feed grains,
wheat, rice, and cotton) to
include historical production
of oilseeds and peanuts.
Other payments to farmers in
the FSRI Act will be from

environmental programs and programs that
are triggered by low market prices, includ-
ing countercyclical payments and the mar-
keting loan program.

The Debate Over Decoupled
Payments 

Decoupled payments have generated
considerable international debate regarding
the extent to which they distort produc-
tion. Global trade rules currently do not
place any limits on decoupled income sup-
port but further constraints on domestic
support, which includes decoupled pay-
ments, are being discussed in the Doha
Development Agenda, the new multilateral
round of trade negotiations at the World
Trade Organization (WTO). 

Economists consider lump-sum subsi-
dies such as PFCs an efficient way to trans-
fer income to targeted recipients. Their
main advantage is that they do not distort
market price signals such that farmers are
encouraged to overproduce, which leads to
lower market prices, higher farm program
costs, and an inefficient allocation of
national resources, often with spillover
effects on world markets. 

Although PFC payments do not distort
price incentives for producers, they can still
alter production decisions because pay-
ments increase farm operators’ income,
and the expectation of fixed, future pay-
ments increases their wealth. Increased
income and wealth from PFCs, as from any
other source of income, have lasting effects
on households’ decisions about how much
to spend, save, and work. These household
decisions can in turn change the supply of
capital and labor in agriculture, and lead to
changes in aggregate agricultural produc-
tion. In order to assess the possible impacts
that PFC payments have had on U.S. pro-
duction, we need to know more about
recipient households’ spending, saving,
and working decisions, and how these may
change with increased income and wealth. 
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Households Receiving PFCs Spend
More Than Other Farm Households

Consumption is often overlooked when
assessing decoupled payments, but a house-
hold’s allocation of its payment to consump-
tion reduces the potential for the subsidy to
go to its farm operation and perhaps distort
production. Furthermore, a change in con-
sumption—such as food/household sup-
plies, rent, mortgage, and insurance—pro-
vides a measure of the subsidy’s effect on
farm household well-being. 

For farm households participating in
the PFC program, spending on household
consumption averaged $26,884 per year in
2001, compared with their average house-
hold income of $59,620. (Taxes plus savings
account for the remainder, but our data do
not allow us to separate the two.) The level
of current consumption varies across farm
households both by income level (consump-
tion shares of income decline as income

increases) and by the life-cycle model typi-
cal of other households. For example, older
and younger recipient households consume
more of their income, while middle-aged
households (in their peak earning years)
consume a smaller share. 

Across most of the income distribu-
tion, farm households that received PFCs in
2001 consumed more than farm house-
holds with similar incomes not participat-
ing in the program. Among the lowest
income farm households, recipients’ 
median consumption expenditures (region-
ally adjusted to reflect cost-of-living differ-
ences) exceeded nonrecipients’ by about
$2,500. Differences tended to be greatest in
the middle of the income distribution, and
there was no difference in spending at the
highest income quintile, perhaps because
the payments account for only a small
share of their household income. 

Expenditure patterns suggest that PFC
payments allow recipients to consume
more out of income and may allow them to
draw down savings that they typically carry
as a precaution against income shortfalls.
While some expenditures can be curtailed,
others must occur to maintain reasonable
living standards. The spending gaps
between PFC participants and nonpartici-
pants suggest that the payments may help

sustain consumption levels during tempo-
rary shortfalls in income.

PFC Recipients Are Able To Increase
Investments Across the Board

One concern about decoupled pay-
ments is that they may enable increased
farm investment and lead to higher produc-
tion levels. Data on the share of PFCs that
is saved are not available. However, we do
have data on PFC recipients’ assets, which
show how they allocate their savings
among different types of investments.

Survey data from 1999 on PFC recipi-
ents’ assets—which averaged $768,710 per
household—show that they manage diver-
sified investment portfolios. An average of
70 percent is composed of farm assets and
the remaining 30 percent is composed of
off-farm assets. Farm assets include land,
buildings, machinery, and inventories.
Nonfarm assets include the operator’s
dwelling, stocks, bonds, retirement
accounts, liquid savings, and other assets.
Investment portfolios that are limited to
the farm operation are far less prevalent
today than in the past. 

PFC recipients’ diversified portfolios
indicate that they exercise considerable
choice in their investment decisions and
likely seek to equalize expected asset
returns, adjusted for risk and taxes.
Theoretically, decoupled payments do not
change market returns from farm produc-
tion, and therefore they do not create incen-
tives that encourage onfarm relative to off-
farm investments. However, much more
needs to be learned about recipient house-
holds’ savings, and about how they invest
an additional dollar of income saved. 

PFC payments may indeed lead to
additional onfarm investment if they give
some farmers the necessary liquidity or col-
lateral to make investments that they could
not make without the program. Farmers
who cannot purchase inputs (a liquidity
constraint), who cannot borrow money at a
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Spending per farm household, 2001 ($1,000)
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containing the highest income households.
Source: Agricultural Resource Management Survey, 2001, USDA.
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competitive rate (a credit constraint), or who
do not have enough land or equipment (a

capital constraint) are likely
to increase their farm
investments if their
incomes and land values
are increased through PFC
payments. For households
operating under such con-
straints, increasing their
incomes and land asset val-
ues is likely to increase
their farm investment. 

Categorizing farms
according to high, medium,
and low costs of produc-
tion provides a rough esti-
mate of farms with a high,
medium, or low likelihood
of facing such constraints
because lenders factor costs

of production into their lending decisions.
Survey data on PFC recipients’ costs of pro-
duction show that dollars invested per acre
do not differ based on their cost structure,
suggesting that at least in the aggregate,
these constraints have not likely determined
recipients’ farm investment.

It is widely believed that the 
additional income and wealth of PFC recip-
ients increases the level of risk they
assume and the acres they plant. This pre-
sumed distortion rests on the belief that
farmers are risk averse to begin with.
Unfortunately, neither producers’ exact
risk thresholds nor the empirical relation-
ship between wealth and risk tolerance are
well understood. Furthermore, surveys
show that PFC recipients use many market
mechanisms, such as hedges and forward
contracts, to reduce their risk exposure in
their farm operation. Households with
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Implementation of the PFC Program

42

Implementation of the U.S. Production Flexibility Contracts

program was relatively straightforward. Operators of base acres

were given predetermined lump-sum payments. Base acres

were fields previously enrolled in supply management programs

for wheat, rice, corn, barley, oats, sorghum, and cotton.  Payment

amounts varied according to field-specific historical crop produc-

tion and per acre yields. These implementation rules of the PFC

program met the WTO’s criteria for decoupled income support,

in that payments were tax financed, eligibility was defined by a

fixed base period, and payment levels were not dependent on

current prices, factor use, or production. 

The contracts allowed almost full planting flexibility, but

some restrictions were placed on land use. Most important, the

land could not be put to a nonagricultural use, such as residen-

tial or industrial. However, the land could be fallowed, converted

from cropland to pasture or forest, or planted to any crop (except

Photo by Lynn Betts, NRCS,USDA



diversified investment portfolios are also
likely to adjust to changes in risk tolerance
through reallocations of their whole portfo-
lio. These strategies being used by PFC
recipients to manage risk reduce the extent
to which changes in risk attitude due to
payments, if any, will be evidenced in their
production levels or demand for inputs. 

Payments Influence Labor and
Leisure Choices

Only about a third of all households
receiving PFCs devote all of their work hours
to their farms, while over 40 percent devote
at least four-fifths of their work hours to
farm-related labor. For farm households
receiving PFC payments, 9 percent work less
than a fifth of their work hours on the farm. 

Farm household members work less on
the farm each year, due to both the “pull” of
nonfarm work and the “push” from labor-

saving technology. Decoupled payments
reinforce this trend because increased
income and wealth typically allow house-
holds to increase their leisure and reduce
their work hours. Consistent with this 
theory, preliminary analysis indicates that
PFC payments have led to a slight reduction
in households’ onfarm work hours,
between 1 and 1.5 hours per $1,000 in pay-
ments. PFC recipients’ labor and leisure
choices have not been discussed much in
farm program debates; however, they con-
tribute to understanding whether PFC pay-
ments may affect production. If the down-
turn in labor comes from agricultural activi-
ties, it could decrease the household’s agri-
cultural production (unless labor-saving
investments were substituted). For now, the
implications of such lifestyle decisions have
not been debated by trade partners, espe-
cially since the most plausible outcome (less

production) would tend to support world
commodity prices. 

Decoupled Payments Increase 
Land Values

The main impact of decoupled pay-
ments is likely on land values. In well-func-
tioning markets, asset prices reflect expec-
tations about the future returns from their
ownership. The PFC program covered a
fixed number of base cropland acres, estab-
lished in 1996 when farmers enrolled in
the program, and benefits did not require
current production. The direct link
between base acres and the known pro-
gram benefits allowed the future stream of
payments to be efficiently capitalized into
land values. 

Land values set by sales and rental
markets can be examined to see whether
they track commodity price trends. If these
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for fruits and vegetables unless it was used that way in the past).

Participants also had to comply with conservation and wetland

provisions. Payments were made directly to operators of pro-

gram acres, including tenants, not to landowners. In the case of

share-crop tenancy, payments were split between tenants and

landowners on the basis of the tenancy agreement. Program eli-

gibility was transferable with the sale or lease of program acres. 

Nearly all eligible producers signed up their qualified

acreage, with over 211 million acres (99 percent of eligible

acreage) enrolled in the program. Eligible acreage was about

half of U.S. total cropped acres (434 million) at the time. Eligible

households numbered about one-third of U.S. farm households.

Decoupled payments will be continued under the FSRI Act

through 2007. Two key changes in the program are its expansion

to include historical production of oilseeds and peanuts, and 

base updating. The FSRI allows farmers to update their base

acres from the 1981-85 planting history used in the FAIR Act to

a more recent (1998-2001) production history or to keep their

existing allotments. Yields associated with direct payments are

kept unchanged, except for newly enrolled oilseeds and peanuts.

It has been argued that base updating alters producers’

expectations of future changes in program eligibility criteria,

which may influence current planting decisions.  In theory, the

impacts of such expectations will be partly evidenced in current

land asset values, but some of the benefits may be expended

on pursuit of future payment eligibility through current produc-

tion choices.  The large share of rented base acres diminishes

the incentives for operators to act on expectations of future pro-

gram benefits, which mainly benefit the landlord.
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values diverge from prices, it suggests that
land markets have additionally capitalized
the present and expected future value of
government payments. Data show that
commodity prices have fallen since 1996
due to a number of factors, while land val-
ues have trended upward, consistent with
land capitalization of payments. Land rent
data, although more fragmented, follow the
same trend as land values. 

In addition to PFCs, other government
payments to farmers that were correlated
with current production and commodity
prices, as well as development demand for
cropland, likely contributed to the increase
in land values since 1996. A simulation
analysis of the PFC program, which can iso-
late the role of decoupled payments,
showed that the decoupled payments by
themselves account for an 8-percent
increase in aggregate land asset values. 

The Market for Payments: Land
Owners Reap Most Benefits

PFC payments are paid to farm opera-
tors rather than farmland owners, with
payment benefits split between the opera-
tor and owners in the case of crop-share
rental arrangements. Most of the acreage
enrolled in the PFC program is rented. In

1996, the last year for which base acreage
tenure data are available, 59 percent of 
program acres were rented, significantly 
higher than rental rates for all farmland (42
percent), which includes base acres as well
as other cropland, pasture, wetlands, wood-
lands, and range land. 

Land markets for program base acres
bring together current owners and poten-
tial operators and influence how PFC pay-
ments are distributed. If farm operators
want to bid on base acreage for rent or pur-
chase, they factor in both the returns from
farming and the returns from controlling
the right to a PFC payment. In turn, land
owners operate, rent out, or fallow land so
as to best maximize earnings or comple-
ment their lifestyles.

Not all operators can therefore be con-
sidered as true beneficiaries of the program,
since competitive cropland rental markets
work to pass through payments from PFC
recipients who are tenants to the owners of
base acres. Land rental arrangements can
extend over several years or be as short as a
single crop year, making rents more likely to
reflect short-term expectations about com-
modity prices and government payments
than the market price of land. 

The ultimate beneficiaries of PFCs,
then, are owners of program base acres.
While many owners operate their own
land, other owners operate only part of
their total acreage (renting out the rest),
and still other landowners do not operate
their farms at all but rent their acreage to
others to farm. Our knowledge about own-
ership patterns of program acres is incom-
plete. However, data on ownership of
aggregate U.S. cropland show that only 35
percent of rented acres are rented from one
active farmer to another, while 65 percent
are rented from nonfarming landlords.
While these data suggest that a large share
of benefits ultimately leave the farm sector,
many of these nonfarming landlords have a
relationship to farming in that they are
retired farmers, widowed spouses, or heirs.
Nonfamily corporations or other types of
business organization own less than 10 per-
cent of rented farmland. 

Some contend that land capitalization
reduces the competitiveness of U.S. pro-
ducers by inflating the cost of land for
those who must rent as well as those seek-
ing entry. However, operators’ receipt of
the payments compensates for higher land
costs. Renters and new buyers who receive
PFCs are largely no worse off than if the
programs didn’t exist at all, as long as their
subsidy expectations continue to be met. 

The often-noted concentration of PFC
payments among large farms, then, should
be examined more closely to see how
tenure patterns may affect the distribution
of net benefits. Farm households with sales
above $250,000 participating in the pro-
gram account for 20 percent of recipient
farms but received 56 percent of total PFC
payments in 2001, suggesting that decou-
pled payments underwrite the largest,
more efficient, operators. However, com-
mercial farms rent 61 percent of the
acreage that they operate. Consequently, up
to three-fifths of their payment benefits
may have ultimately passed through to
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PFC recipient households vary in the total hours they work 

on the farm



landowners in the form of higher rent,
largely counteracting the effects of pay-
ment concentration among large farms. 

Intermediate farms also rent a large,
but lesser, share of their acreage—52 per-
cent. These farms, with annual sales of
under $250,000 and a full-time operator,
account for 48 percent of participant farms
and 36 percent of all PFC payments. They
likely retain more of the payments than do
larger farms. Finally, farms with less than
$250,000 in sales but with a part-time oper-
ator account for 32 percent of participating
farms but receive only 8 percent of PFC pay-
ments. They rent 46 percent of the acres
they operate, and so also likely pass

through to landowners some of their pro-
gram benefits. 

Decoupled payments clearly increase
the well-being of the operators who receive
them, but only when they are owners of
base acres. Otherwise, land markets allow a
pass-through of payments from operators to
landowners, via modified rental arrange-
ments. Despite uncertainty over future pol-
icy, land values already reflect the market’s
expectations about future program benefits. 

Conclusion

The experience of the U.S. with decou-
pled payments has much to offer to the
ongoing Doha round negotiations of the
WTO. In March 2003, countries will agree

on new and perhaps different objectives
(known as modalities) for further agricul-
tural policy reform. While still too early to
predict which modalities will emerge, the
impacts of domestic farm support on inter-
national commodity markets will remain a
key point of contention among the parties.
(See “Is Japan Ready for Competition in Its
Ag Markets?” on p. 4.) U.S. decoupled pay-
ments seem to demonstrate how to sup-
port farmers with minimal distortion of
production. Because the payments are
lump-sum cash payments to households,
they do not directly influence recipients’
resource allocation or production levels.
Rather, their impacts are evidenced in
households’ consumption, savings and
investment, and labor/leisure choices as
their income and wealth increase. For U.S.
PFC recipients, these choices today include
a range of farm and nonfarm labor and
investment prospects. The primary conse-
quence of lump-sum payments has been an
improvement in the overall well-being of
recipient households that own base acres,
where well-being is defined broadly to
encompass income, wealth, and consump-
tion, as well as how people choose to spend
their time. 

For more information...

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Research Service. Decoupled Payments:
Household Income Transfers in
Contemporary U.S. Agriculture, AER-822,
February 2003. Mary E. Burfisher and Jeffrey
Hopkins, editors, with contributions by Mary
Ahearn, Robert Collender, Joe Dewbre,
Xinshen Diao (International Food Policy
Research Institute), John Dyck, Anne Effland,
David Harrington, Robert Hoppe, Penelope
Korb, Shiva Makki, Ashok Mishra, Mitchell
Morehart, Michael Roberts, Terry Roe
(University of Minnesota), Agapi Somwaru,
Monte Vandeveer, Paul Westcott, and 
C. Edwin Young.
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Crop prices trended down and flattened over 1996-2001, but the cost

of buying cropland went up over the same period

Photo by Lynn Betts, NRCS, USDA


